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ECCO PRODUCTS
is a Belgian developer and manufacturer of
innovative and user-friendly products with high
added value for both the private and public
sectors, and wishes to be a trendsetter at the
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European level.
ECCOproducts constantly analyses the market
and is always furthering its development of
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ECCOFENCE
ALUBOX

intelligent products. We keep the entire process
flow in-house (from development to sales) and
can therefore apply stringent quality parameters
ourselves.
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ECCOSEDUM
GREEN ROOF TILES

For the distribution of our products we rely on
a selective network of dealers that market our
products all over Europe.
This commercial network is supported by
strong and innovative marketing tools.
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STRONG GRAVEL GRID - ECCOGRAVEL

ECCOGRAVEL - STRONG GRAVEL GRID

GRAVEL

Strong, frost-resistant gravel sheet in HDPE

INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL

for a functional and stable gravel surface, that is perfectly water-permeable.
1. SUB-BASE

Limestone rubble, porphyry rubble or broken concrete
rubble (0-32 mm or 0-40 mm).
We do not recommend brick rubble, as this is ultimately
pulverised.

INFO

+

Frost-resistant gravel sheet in HDPE with high compressive strength

+

Increased resistance against torsional loads due to plastic reinforcements between cells

+

Polyester geotextile: very strong, does not rot and no risk of silting up
due to the open structure

+

Very easy to use: can be transported and installed easily and fast thanks to pliable size

+

Perfectly walkable and ridable

DIMENSIONS sheet 160 x 120 cm
HEIGTH 4 cm (ECCOgravel 40)
		

3 cm (ECCOgravel 30)

DIAMETER honeycomb 43 mm

2. LEVELLING LAYER

Density HDPE 0,95 g/cm³

The levelling layer can consist of:

MATERIAL 100% HDPE - High density Polyethylene

+

sieved sand

+

limestone or porphyry 2-4 mm, 1-3 mm, 0-4 mm

COLOUR
White or black

3. HONEYCOMB GRID

A thicker grid offers a better distribution across the substrate.

BREAKING STRAIN UNFILLED ISO 844 90 Tonnes/m²

4. SURFACE LAYER

BREAKING STRAIN FILLED ISO 844 -

The honeycomb structure should be just covered
with gravel (size 4-16 mm).

up to 400 Tonnes/m²

For finer gravels this will be approximately 1 cm, for

APPLICATIONS

coarser gravels 2 cm.
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+

Driveways

+

Parking areas

+

Garden and foot paths

+

Terraces
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PARKING PLACE MARKER - ECCOMARKERS

ECCOMARKERS - PARKING PLACE MARKER

AFMETINGEN
Markeerdop: ø 85 mm (afdekdopje: ø 32 mm)
Bijgeleverde schroef: TX30 7,5 x 212

MARKERS

AFMETINGEN

KLEUR
Markeerdop: ø 85 mm (afdekdopje: ø 32 mm)
ECCOmarkers parkeerdoppen zijn beschikbaar in wit en in zwart.
Bijgeleverde
schroef: TX30 7,5 x 212
MATERIAAL

KLEUR

ECCOmarkers markeerdoppen zijn gemaakt van polypropyleencarbonaat (PPC). De bijgeleverde

ECCOmarkers
zijn beschikbaar in wit en in zwart.
raamschroeven parkeerdoppen
zijn verzinkt.

MATERIAAL
INHOUD
PAKKETsolution
The ideal

for demarcating your parking place

ECCOmarkers
markeerdoppen
zijn gemaakt
van polypropyleencarbonaat
De bijgeleverde
ECCOmarkers worden
steeds geleverd
met bijhorende
raamschroef (geschikt (PPC).
voor bevestiging
in chape,
Available
in white
or black.
raamschroeven
zijn verzinkt.
stabilisé
of beton).
ECCOmarkers
worden steeds per 50 stuks verpakt. Men heeft ongeveer 8 à 10 parkeerdoppen
Diameter : ømarkeerdoppen
85 mm

INHOUD
PAKKET
nodig per parkeerplaats.

ECCOmarkers worden steeds geleverd met bijhorende raamschroef (geschikt voor bevestiging in chape,
stabilisé of beton).
ECCOmarkers markeerdoppen worden steeds per 50 stuks verpakt. Men heeft ongeveer 8 à 10 parkeerdoppen
nodig per parkeerplaats.

PACKAGE CONTENT

TECHNICAL

ECCOmarkers are always delivered with matching frame
screw (suitable for mounting in screed, stabilized sand or
concrete).
About 8 to 10 caps per car parking lot are needed.

DIMENSION
Marking cap: ø 85 mm (cover cap ø 32 mm)
Screw supplied: TX30 7.5 x 212
COLOUR white or black
Made of polypropylene carbonate (PPC).
The supplied frame screws are galvanized.

www.eccoproducts.eu
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GRASS GRID - ECCODAL

ECCODAL - GRASS GRID

DAL

Frost-resistant grass grid in HDPE

INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL INFO

1. FOUNDATIONS

ECCOdal 50: 80 x 80 x 5 cm
ECCOdal 40: 80 x 80 x 4 cm

The foundations may consist of: lava, limestone rubble,
porphyry rubble, or crushed concrete rubble (grain
size: 16-32 mm or 20-40 mm), the voids (about 80%) are
filled with topsoil. We advise against brick rubble, as it
pulverises over time.

INFO

+

Grass grid in HDPE: High compressive strength and high impact toughness

+

Quick installation: thanks to the handy dimensions of 80 x 80 cm

+

Perfectly accessible on foot or by car

+

European quality product

+

Expansion joints to cope with temperature differences

COMPOSITION - HDPE
LENGTH (connections excluded) - 80 cm
WIDTH (connections excluded) - 80 cm
HEIGHT 4 cm or 5 cm

2. SUBSTRATE-LEVELLING LAYER

WEIGHT - 3,172 kg (4cm) or 3,904 kg (5cm)

The levelling layer may consist of lava (grain size: 0-4 mm).

WALL THICKNESS - 0,35 - 0,40 cm

3. GRASS GRID ECCODAL

A thicker grid offers a better distribution across the substrate.

COLOUR - Green or black
1 grid = 0,64 m2

4. TOP LAYER

Fill ECCOdal grass grids with substrate up to 1 cm below the
top of the grid (in this way the growth area of the grass in
the grid will be protected). Then fill the grass grid with grass
(preferably grass with long roots, eg. Festuca arundinacea).
You can work with a self-compacting substrate, that way you
do not have to brush it off anymore, as it will be compressed
in a natural way.
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GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDRES

POLYBORD

Budget friendly, flexible plastic borders

INSTALLATION

STRAIGHT LINES
+

Create the outline

+

Connect the borders using the tongue and groove
system

INFO

+

Easy to install with steel nails (no cement floor required)

+

Connectable thanks to the tongue and groove system, no additional accessories needed

+

Can be placed in curved shapes after cutting the connecting bridges

+

Possibility to install an electric cable or garden hose

+

UV-resistant

+

Fixation to the desired position using the
appropriate steel anchors (3 pieces per running meter)

CURVED LINES
+

Create the outline

+

Cut the required amount of connecting bridges

+

DIMENSIONS BORDERS
+

L x W x H: 100 x 0,6 x 10 cm

+

WORKABLE HEIGHT: 8,5 cm

DIMENSIONS STEEL NAILS
+

Length: 27,5 cm

+

Diameter: 8 mm

+

Recommended number: 3 pieces per running meter

using a tree cutter or wire cutter

APPLICATIONS

Fixation to the desired position using the

To border

appropriate steel anchors (3 pieces per running meter)
+

TECHNICAL INFO

All connecting bridges must be cut in order to
make a full circle

OPTIONAL

INSTALLATION OF AN ELECTRIC CABLE OR GARDEN HOSE

+

Paved surfaces

+

Terraces

+

Flowerbeds

+

Lawns

+

Vegetable gardens

To fasten the cable we recommend using cable ties.
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GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

BASIC

Simple, economic borders
in galvanised steel or Corten steel for your garden projects

INSTALLATION

TECHNICAL INFO

The basic borders are designed to provide a beautiful finish to
garden paths, terraces, flowerbeds and lawns in a simple, fast
and aesthetic manner. They are characterised by flexibility.
Basic borders are both flexible and firm; they can be bent
into 90° corners as well as wavy forms. They are available in

INFO

Corten steel and galvanised steel.

AVAILABLE IN 2 MATERIAL TYPES:
Galvanised steel 1,2 mm and Corten steel 1,5 mm
DIMENSIONS (l x w x h)
Galvanised steel: 240 x 0,12 x 8 cm
Corten steel: 240 x 0,15 x 8 cm

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE INSTALLATION OF

+

Easy to use

+

Fast and easy installation

+

Flexible: right angles and wavy forms are possible

+

Low maintenance

+

Doubled-up top edge for maximum safety

+

Produced with high-quality materials

Height of pickets: 43 cm

ECCOBORDERS BASIC ON OUR WEBSITE.

APPLICATIONS
To border

8 cm

+

Paved surfaces

+

Terraces

+

Flowerbeds

+

Lawns

+

Vegetable gardens

43 cm

80 cm
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GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

ALUBORD

Alubord is a superior aluminium border

ACCESSORIES

TECHNICAL INFO

for use on both soft and hard surfaces
+

Anchoring set

DIMENSIONS
Alubord 100 - 2,40m x 101mm x 3,2mm
Alubord 140 - 2,40m x 140mm x 3,5mm

INFO
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+

Made of high-quality materials

+

Available in 2 heights

+

Installation without screws

+

Solid anchoring

+

Preformed corners available

+

Rounded upper side for optimal safety

WEIGHT
+

Corners

0,53kg/m (Alubord 100) - 0,9kg/m (Alubord 140)
MATERIAL: Aluminium alloy T6 6063
APPLICATIONS
Can be applied on all soft and hard surfaces:

+

Connection plate

+

Asphalt

+

Loose gravel

+

Pavers

+

Bricks

+

Tiles

+

…
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GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

BETOTOP

Quality profiles

Length

in Corten steel or stainless steel for finishing concrete curbs

BETOTOP WIRTZ COR-TEN
200 cm

Width

top

Height

bottom

1,6 cm 4 cm

7 cm

Thickness Profile

0,1 cm

V-Profile

INFO
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For new and renovation projects

+

Long lifespan

+

Low maintenance

+

Easy installation

+

Quality profile for finishing concrete curbs

+

Easily removable protective film

+

Irregularities in height between concrete curbs are compensated for

+

Self-locking

+

Top material quality: Stainless steel 316 or high-quality Corten steel

bottom

1,6 cm 4 cm

7 cm

0,08 cm

V-Profile

5 cm

6 cm

0,1 cm

U-Profile

5 cm

6 cm

0,08 cm

U-Profile

6 cm

5,5 cm

0,1 cm

U-Profile

BETOTOP 60 INOX
200 cm

6 cm

APPLICATIONS
Suitable for all areas on which no driving takes place, such as:

BETOTOP 60 COR-TEN
200 cm

U-Profile Betop 50
U-Profile Betop 60

BETOTOP 50 INOX
200 cm

Multiple DIMENSIONS
V-Profile “Wirtz” 16

BETOTOP 50 COR-TEN
200 cm

+

top

AVAILABLE IN 2 MATERIAL TYPES:
Stainless steel 316 & Corten Steel

BETOTOP WIRTZ INOX
200 cm

TECHNICAL INFO

5,5 cm

0,08 cm

U-Profile

+

Garden path borders

+

Pond edges

+

Terrace borders

+

Flower bed and lawn borders

Suitable for all areas on which driving takes place, such as:
+

Driveway borders

+

Parking area borders

+

Access road borders
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GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

DELTA

Sleek, high-quality borders

TECHNICAL INFO

with a solid base
AVAILABLE IN 2 MATERIAL TYPES:
Stainless steel or Corten steel
THICKNESS
20 mm or 50 mm

INFO

APPLICATIONS (20 mm width)
+

Solid concrete base that ensures sleekly shaped borders

+

Long lifespan

+

Low maintenance

+

Convenient installation

+

Lots of possibilities for combinations

+

Available in 2 versions: Stainless steel and Corten steel

+

Available in 2 thicknesses: 20 mm and 50 mm

Suitable for all areas on which no driving takes place, such as:
+

Garden path borders

+

Pond edges

+

Terrace borders

+

Flower bed and lawn borders

APPLICATIONS (50 mm width)
Suitable for all areas, including ones on which
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LXWXH

DELTA CORTEN

DELTA INOX

driving takes place, such as:

Total dimensions
Steel dimensions

1250 x 20 x 145 mm
1250 x 20 x 25 mm

1250 x 20 x 145 mm
1250 x 20 x 30 mm

+

Driveway borders

Total dimensions
Steel dimensions

1250 x 50 x 145 mm
1250 x 50 x 25 mm

1250 x 50 x 145 mm
1250 x 50 x 30 mm

+

Parking area borders

+

Access road borders
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EXCLUSIVE GABIONS- ECCOFENCE

ECCOFENCE - EXCLUSIVE GABIONS

KIT

Professional construction kit

ACCESSORIES

an alternative for a traditional hedge or a simple fence

+

TECHNICAL INFO

LED-Lighting

Energy-efficient LED lighting available to mount at the
bottom of the gabion.

DIMENSIONS (l x h x w)
kit 200: 201x200x20cm

+

Side for aesthetic finish

For each height a finishing piece is optionally available.

INFO

This may be used, for example, to finish the wall in a way
that leaves the stones visible on the side.

+

Professional “all-in-one” construction kit

+

Easy assembly thanks to enclosed layout plan + installation video

+

Easy to customise

+

Little loss of space due to narrow width

+

Suspended installation possible

+

Subtle transition between gabions

+

Available in 4 heights

+

All nuts and bolts included

kit 150: 201x150x20cm
kit 100: 201x100x20cm
kit 50: 201x50x20cm
Length is adjustable every 5cm.

+

90° Base

To create corners using the ECCOfence KIT.

+

Raising supports

Especially designed to compensate for 5% differences in
heights with the ECCOfence KIT system, such as in the case
of an inclined driveway.

+

APPLICATIONS
+

Barriers

+

Terraces

+

Retaining walls

+

Publicity

+

Partition wall

Filling

Ideal stone size between 40 mm and 100 mm, depending
on the stones’ shape. You need 0.17m³ for KIT50, 0.38m³ for
KIT100, 0.59m³ for KIT 150 und 0.8m³ for KIT200.
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EXCLUSIVE GABIONS - ECCOFENCE

ECCOFENCE - EXCLUSIVE GABIONS

ALUBOX

Trendy aluminium gabion

ACCESSORIES

TECHNICAL INFO

TOP NET:

If you prefer a galvanised top net instead of an aluminium top
profile, this is also possible.

Alubox 40
201 x 16,5 x 40

INFO

Alubox 140
201 x 16,5 x 140
Alubox 190
201 x 16,5 x 190
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Alubox 40

201 x 16,5 x 40 cm

GROUND ANCHOR:

Alubox 90

201 x 16,5 x 90 cm

1 ground anchor per gabion basket + 1 extra ground anchor

Alubox 140

201 x 16,5 x 140 cm

Alubox 190

201 x 16,5 x 190 cm

for the first gabion basket: each ground anchor has 4 M12
bolts, as well as a floor plate and fitting slab. The advantage

Alubox 90
201 x 16,5 x 90

DIMENSIONS (l x w x h)

of the ground anchor is that you can work with quick-drying
+

Professional construction kit

+

On-site assembly and filling possible

+

Easy assembly

+

Easy to customise

+

Little loss of space due to narrow width

+

Design look thanks to aluminium

+

Choice between different finishes

+

Multiple applications: benches, partitions,...

concrete (hardens in only 2 hours).
APPLICATIONS
ANCHOR BOLTS M12:

The tensile load is 2,150 kg. So a single anchor bolt can carry
a tremendous amount of weight. Because such an anchor
bolt requires sufficient anchoring, they must always be
anchored in concrete (at least 350 kg cement/m³).

+

Barriers

+

Terraces

+

Publicity

+

Partition wall

+

Garden bench/garden table (due to aluminium surface profile)
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GREEN ROOF TILES - ECCOSEDUM

ECCOSEDUM - GREEN ROOF TILES
1
2
3

Ready-for-use green roof tiles

TECHNICAL INFO
4

with 5 different layers and at least 7 different sedumtypes combined in a tile system.

Ready-for-use green roof tiles
5

1

The ECCOsedum system makes use of no less than 7 types of

INFO

sedum which are fully rooted (not giving weeds a chance)
2

+

Easy handling: The installation process of a green roof is very simple and can be done

Low weight around 70kg/m² according to saturation levels.

+

Installation is possible all year long unlike locally introduced vegetation

SUBSTRATE LAYER

The substrate layer provides nourishment and water to the
vegetation, supplies oxygen and ensures anchoring of the

by a single person. The trays have a weight from about 16kg each.
+

VEGETATION LAYER

roots
3

FILTERING LAYER

BASE MATERIAL from the tiles: POLYPROPYLEN (PP)
UV-Resistant: use of a UV-stabilizer
Resistant to chemical substances
WEIGHT
per tile: approx. 16 kg/tile
per m2: around 70 kg/m2
DIMENSIONS (l x w x h)
45 cm x 49,5 cm x 8,5 cm (4,4 tiles/m2)

This layer prevents washing away of the substrate. A nonwhere the winter and summer periods are to be avoided.
+

Easily removable if necessary, for instance in the case of water filtration or roofing works.

+

Constant substrate thickness With massive green roofs, the substrate thickness will range

woven, 150-g/m² polypropylene cloth obstructs the fine
particles from the substrate
4

Water buffering helps the plants to survive dry spells.

from 1 to 8 cm, which promotes the growth of weeds. This effect is avoided here.
+

Therefore, the lower half of the tray ensures buffering of the

Nicely smoothed-out pressure points on the side of the tray ensure an even better
pressure distribution (in contrast to other ready-made systems).

WATER BUFFERING LAYER

rainwater
5

DRAINAGE LAYER

The drainage allows excess precipitation to be drained away on
top of the roof membrane, without hindering catchment
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NOTES
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NOTES
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CONTACT

© 2017

ECCO Products

 +32 9 247 00 25

Poelstraat 167 - 9820 Merelbeke
Belgium

 info@eccoproducts.eu
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